
TECHNICAL RIDER

I appreciate your assistance and look forward to working together to create an ama-
zing show.

If there are any problems with fullfilling the requirements, please get in touch with 
Stefan - office@steveclash.de

AUDIO

1x Pioneer DJM-900nxs2 or 1x Pioneer DJM-A9

2x Pioneer CDJ-3000 or 2x Pioneer CDJ-2000nxs2
connected to mixer via RCA, connected to each other via ethernet

1x Wireless microphone
leveled at FOH

2x Monitor speaker2x Monitor speaker
connected to the booth output of the mixer, reasonable size & quality

1x Table
stable and vibration-free,
at least 1,50m x 0,75m (w x d), height: 0,90 - 1,00m

3x power outlets, 230 volts

STEVE CLASH DJ SET



If there are any problems with fullfilling the requirements, please get in touch with 
Stefan - office@steveclash.de

AUDIO

1x Pioneer DJM-900nxs2 or
1x Pioneer DJM-A9

2x Pioneer CDJ-3000 or
2x Pioneer CDJ-2000nxs2
connected to mixer via RCA
connected to each other via ethernetconnected to each other via ethernet

1x Wireless microphone
leveled at FOH

2x Monitor speaker
connected to the booth output of the 
mixer
reasonable size & quality

1x Table1x Table
stable and vibration-free,
at least 1,50m x 0,75m (w x d)
height: 0,90 - 1,00m

3x power outlets, 230 volts

VIDEO

The video signal will be played back by the 
MacBook on the left side of the DJ setup

Please provide a HDMI cable on the table, 
long enough to reach the MacBook

The video content will be in FullHD (1920 x The video content will be in FullHD (1920 x 
1080) with a frame rate of 25fps

It is important to note, that the HDMI signal 
should have as little delay as possible to 
ensure the video content to be in sync 
with audio.

All equipment should be provided in full All equipment should be provided in full 
working condition.

THANK YOU

I appreciate your assistance and look for-
ward to working together to create an 
amazing show.

HDMI socket

TECHNICAL RIDER
STEVE CLASH VIDEO SHOW


